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Your Committee
The ASSA NSW committee for 2012 is:
President

Andrew McKellar
0430 717 622
 Emails/Mailouts/Newsletter

toymax@sportsedan.com.au

Vice President

Chris Jackson
 MRAP Delegate

0409 209 480

jacksonc@internode.on.net

Secretary

Mick Johnson

0433 155 188

mick@mickjohnson.com.au

Treasurer

Herbert Gattermeier

9879 7557

hergat@bigpond.com

Committee

Jeff Brown
0418 640 495
 Official Point Scorer

brownjt@tpg.com.au

Committee

Anthony Macready
0421 010 380
 Publicity Officer
 National Series Liaison

anthony@agmengineering.com.au

Committee

Erik Gattermeier
0408 296 501
 Membership Officer

info@bavariacars.com.au

Committee

Geoff Whittaker
0424 532 735
 NSW State/Club Competitor Liaison

redsracing@bigpond.com

Committee

Sean Sullivan
0419 851 085
 Website Design & Maintenance
 Club Apparel

sean@sullivanmotorsport.com.au

Committee

Nick Smith
 Interstate Liaison

mr_boost_45psi@hotmail.com

0404 842 704

Club Meetings are held at:
O'Donoghue's Irish Pub (Upstairs function room)
99 Great Western Highway,
Emu Plains, NSW, 2750
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ASSA (NSW) CALENDAR OF EVENTS 2012


*** No Committee Meeting in January ***



Tuesday 7th February – Committee Meeting



23rd/24th/25th February Support Category, 12-Hour Event, Bathurst



Tuesday 6th March – Committee Meeting, General Meeting



31st March/1st April NSW Round 1 Eastern Creek



Tuesday 3rd April – Committee Meeting



28th/29th April NSW Round 2 Wakefield Park



Tuesday 1st May – Committee Meeting, General Meeting



Tuesday 5th June – Committee Meeting



9th/10th June NSW Round 3 Eastern Creek



Tuesday 3rd July – Committee Meeting



14th/15th July NSW Round 4 and Nationals Round 3 Eastern Creek – Joint State/National Round



Tuesday 7th August – Committee Meeting, General Meeting



11th/12th August NSW Round 5 and 2 Litre Sports Sedans Round 4 Wakefield Park



Tuesday 4th September – Committee Meeting



22nd/23rd September NSW Round 6 Eastern Creek



Tuesday 2nd October – Committee Meeting



Tuesday 6th November – Committee Meeting



Friday 9th November - Presentation Night



Tuesday 4th December – Committee Meeting, Annual General Meeting
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Race Report – Round 4
Round 4 of the Air Technology Australia New South Wales Sports Sedan Championship was held at
Sydney Motorsport Park on the 3.93km GP Circuit and was a joint round with the National Series. With 15
entries from the State Championship and another 15 entries for the Nationals, the field of 30 sports sedans
was an awesome sight. The sound of so many fire breathing beasts as they launched into each race with a
rolling start was incredible. The Sports Sedans were certainly a spectacle and it has to be said that it was in
no small way the State runners that put on the more entertaining out-and-out racing show. But then, the
NSW Sports Sedan Championship produces that at every round…
The National Series is now running a Dunlop control tyre, so it was only the State entries who would have
the choice of what tyres they chose to run. A few cars would still go with Dunlops, while others intended to
stick with the Michelin brand. With Chris Jackson’s success at the previous round on Kumho tyres
however, more than a couple of drivers had elected to switch to the Korean brand and it would be
interesting to see how they and Jackson performed on them at this event.
Yet another new driver joined the NSW Sports Sedans ranks at this event and we welcome Bathurst local
Scott Tutton and his quick Tutton Plumbing Mitsubishi Lancer Evo II to the field.

Friday Practice
Friday morning brought very cool, cloudy conditions. It had been raining overnight so the track was still
damp for the opening practice session. A dry line had been formed by previous categories and the track
continued to dry out throughout the morning. For the first session however, conditions were still reasonably
slippery.
Ron Moller had the steering rack replaced in his Anglo Australian Motorsport Chev Camaro after the
problems encountered at the previous round and was finding it good to get some miles in the car. Chris
Jackson had also repaired his Kumho Race Tyres/Fuel 2 Race Holden Calibra after crashing out of the last
race at Round 3 and with a new tyre sponsorship deal he was hoping to be fast and have some reliability
this weekend.
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The Interlloy Pty Ltd Nissan 300ZX of Anthony Macready had also received some repair work since the
last round collision with Simon Copping’s Commodore. Fred Axisa had suffered oil issues in his Austrack
Motorsport Commodore at Round 3 and was hoping it had been sorted, but the result would not be known
until the car hit the track for the first time at this round.

The first practice session of the day proved relatively incident free. Jeff Brown had a spin at the top of the
rise between turns 3 & 4 in his Wildridge Fabrications Falcon, with Brown trying a new front spring setup
in an effort to get the car to better suit his driving style. The MR Automotive Holden Monaro of Colin
Smith stopped at turn 9, with the car seeming to lose drive. The problem turned out to be a fuel pressure
issue, which was able to be resolved after the session and the car was right to go for the rest of the day.

The GTA Motorsport Alfa Romeo Alfetta of Andrew Leithhead suffered again from a lingering engine
issue and stopped at turn 2, where it remained until being towed back to the pits.

Meanwhile Simon Copping ran very wide coming through turn 8 in the Industrie Commodore, the result of
slightly overzealous driving (according to his crew, who were able to deliver such a verdict between fits of
raucous laughter while reviewing his onboard video footage after the session). Copping returned to the
track and took the next few corners very slowly while he assessed the car for any damage and readjusted
his sphincter pressure valve, but then was able to continue without any further dramas.
The session was red-flagged while the stranded cars of Leithhead and Smith were returned to the pits, but
was reopened with a few minutes remaining. Therefore only eight cars took to the track again, most of them
State runners. Steve Lacey had received some new backing from Primo Smallgoods for his Commodore,
with the car now resplendent in new livery from that company and Ripple Strip Motorsport.
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Sunny, drier conditions met the drivers for the second practice session, which kicked off just after midday.
After the initial shakedown earlier in the day, most drivers headed into this session with the intention of
putting in as many solid fast laps as they could.
One such driver was Chris Jackson, who put down the fastest time of the session with a 1:32.3140 showing
that some of our State competitors can very much mix it up with the National Series guys and proving that
the Kumho tyres were certainly capable when it came to speed and performance.
David Cameron’s Subway Holden Gemini stopped against the wall outside turn 3 and the red flags came
out to enable him to be towed back to the paddock, which also signalled the end of the otherwise incidentfree session. The Gemini had suffered an engine shutdown, thought to be fuel pressure related. The car
started and ran with no apparent problem once back in the garage, so the cause could not be accurately
determined.

The third and final practice session for the Sports Sedans was held in overcast but dry conditions. The
Gemini of David Cameron once again stopped during the session, this time between turns 9 and 10,
obviously still suffering some engine drama. Cameron got the car going again and was then able to
continue, but only for a short distance before stopping again. He subsequently returned the car to the garage
to investigate the cause.
Jeff Brown ran out of brakes and ran wide through turn 9, providing an anxious moment for Simon
Copping who was right behind him and nearly followed suit. They both made it though unscathed, with
Brown taking a few moments to re-gather momentum.
The Austrack Motorsport Commodore of Fred Axisa was back on track, but still suffering the same oil
dramas, creating a smoke screen as the car went through turn 1. Axisa returned the car to the paddock,
spending the remainder of the afternoon attempting to remedy the problem.
Chris Jackson had fuel pressure problems in the Calibra and the car stopped near turn 7, where it would sit
out the rest of the session. Unfortunately it managed to miss the attention of track officials and Jackson
remained stranded after the session was finished and the next category had taken to the track. Luckily the
Calibra was fitted with a mobile phone hands-free kit, so Jackson was able to make contact with the outside
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world and explain his predicament. The next session was red-flagged and a tow vehicle dispatched to
rescue him.
The session was completed otherwise incident free, with all 15 State Championship cars ready for Saturday
qualifying, where they would be up against 12 National Series cars.
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Saturday Qualifying
As with all National Series rounds there were two qualifying sessions, both on Saturday, with the combined
results used to set grid positions for Race 1 on Sunday. Saturday morning brought cool but sunny and dry
conditions for the first of the two sessions.

The Kumho Race Tyres/Fuel 2 Race Holden Calibra of Chris Jackson was putting in fast laps early, with
the Kumho tyres obviously working well for the car. Anthony Macready in the Interlloy Pty Ltd Nissan
300ZX and Geoffory Whittaker in his Red’s Racing Service VL Commodore were into it early as well, as
was Birol Cetin in the Billy’s Automotive Services Chev Camaro. Scott Reed was also fast in the Procut
Racing Ford Mustang, setting his personal best fastest lap in this session with a time of 1:33.8843. It was
clear that with there were plenty of State Championship competitors that could mix it up with the National
Series cars.

Steven Lacey was out of the session early, with smoke emanating from the Primo Smallgoods
Commodore. The cause was subsequently found to be a rocker cover gasket leaking oil, which was able to
be replaced and the car was good to go for the second qualifying session.
Chris Jackson ended up setting his fastest lap of the day in this session, with a lap time of 1:31.2194
securing him top spot of the NSW cars and evidence that he had the car working well on those new tyres.
Jackson was satisfied enough with the time and would sit out the next qualifying session, figuring he would
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save the tyres for the race as he wasn’t going to go any quicker later in the day. The time would put Jackson
5th fastest outright, with the National cars of Des Wall, Kerry Baily, Darren Hossack and Tony Ricciardello
ahead of him. Ricciardello left it until the very last lap of the session to put down the quickest qualifying
lap, steering the red Alfa Romeo GTV into provisional pole with a blistering time of 1:28.9890.
Birol Cetin and Scott Reed both did very well, with Cetin placing the Camaro 8th fastest outright and
Reed’s Mustang in 10th, positions they were hoping to better in the next qualifying session.
The second qualifying session was held just after lunch time, with cloudy but dry track conditions and a
brisk westerly breeze now blowing. Due to the wind conditions didn’t warm up as most had hoped for this
session, so it would be interesting to see how the lap times compared to the earlier qualifying.
The session proved to be relatively incident free, although most of the drivers were not able to improve on
their lap times during this session. Darren Hossack went a little quicker in the Audi A4, but was already
placed in 2nd position on the grid and that’s where he would stay. In fact the top 6 drivers would all remain
in their positions after the qualifying results were combined.
Daniel Tamasi had a better session this time out, moving from 9th fastest up to 7th position. That put him in
front of the 2011 NSW State Champion Dameon Jameson, who had pushed the Campbelltown Frames &
Trusses Jaguar XKR 3/10ths quicker in this session, but wasn’t fast enough to maintain his original grid
position. He would start ahead of Birol Cetin in 9th position, with Scott Reed rounding out the top 10.
Overall the NSW cars were very competitive, with 8 of the top 16 grid positions taken up by State runners.
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Race 1 – 10 Laps
With all three races to be held on Sunday, it was going to be a fairly busy program leaving not a lot of time
between races to repair or prepare cars. The first race was reasonably early on Sunday morning, with clear,
sunny conditions and a dry track welcoming the 28-car field. Both Fred Axisa and Bruce Banks would start
the race from the rear of the grid due to not having put in enough qualifying laps.
The field gridded up and looked an awesome sight as they commenced their roll out on the formation lap
behind the safety car. The Chev Camaro of Shane Bradford broke a tail shaft as the cars headed off for their
formation lap, with Bradford sitting out the race and watching from the wall between turns 1 & 2. All had
been warned at the driver’s briefing that expectations were high for the rolling race starts and that only a
proper formation would receive the green flag, so when this race started the formation was spot on, with
Tony Ricciardello holding the field up nicely from pole position as the safety car headed for pit lane.
The field was held bunched up almost all the way up to the start line, with the green flag being waved as
the front row approached it. The release was like a flood gate, with a cacophony of awesome, grunty sound
echoing around the main straight. Ricciardello got a good start to tear straight into the lead, with Kerry
Baily getting the Aston Martin ahead of the Audi of Hossack as they headed for turn 1. Not for long
though, with Hossack taking the position back by driving around the outside of Baily through turn 1.
Fred Axisa’s run from rear of grid started out OK, but he had a spin at turn 2 that would see the Austrack
Motorsport Commodore rejoin the track at the back of the field again. The top 3 positions remained as they
started, with Daniel Tamasi making his way up to 4th in the Holden Calibra. The white Calibra of Chris
Jackson dropped a couple of places in the opening few corners, being relegated by Daniel Tamasi, the
yellow Chev Camaro of Birol Cetin and Dameon Jameson in the Jaguar. Anthony Macready had gained
several positions in the Interlloy Pty Ltd Nissan 300ZX and was now ahead of Scott Reed’s Mustang in 9th
position.

David McGinniss had also taken a great start, moving the Coasteer Automotive Holden Calibra up a few
places to be up behind Scott Reed. As they completed the first lap Des Wall in the Chev Corvette was
pressuring Daniel Tamasi, with the two neck-and-neck down the main straight.
Steven Lacey in the Primo Smallgoods Commodore was doing battle early with the Mazda RX7 of Bruce
Banks, with Fred Axisa trying to make up ground in his Commodore. Andrew Leithhead slowed coming
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out of turn 1, with the same engine gremlin taking the GTA Motorsport Alfetta out again for this race, and
this time it would mean he was out for the rest of the day. Meanwhile the yellow Subway Gemini of David
Cameron and Scott Tutton’s Lancer Evo II were battling it out together.

Geoff Whittaker steered his Red’s Racing Service VL Commodore past Scott Reed’s Mustang on the back
part of the circuit and was now giving chase to the Nissan 300ZX of Macready. Chris Jackson was applying
pressure to Dameon Jameson, with the two drivers renewing some of the great racing battles they had
enjoyed during last year’s State Championship. Meanwhile the Anglo Australian Motorsport Chev Camaro
of Ron Moller was battling with the Holden Monaro of Michael Robinson.
Up the front Hossack made it past Ricciardello to take the race lead, with Kerry Baily still in 3 rd position.
Des Wall had made it past Tamasi and was up into 4th. Geoff Whittaker got past Anthony Macready, with
the Commodore incredibly fast down the main straight. Scott Reed was also up behind Macready and
applying pressure. Meanwhile Chris Donnelly in the Falcon and the Industrie Commodore of Simon
Copping were locked in battle, closely followed by Dean Camm and Stuart Inwood’s Blatch’s Quality
Smash Repairs Falcon AU.

The Procut Racing Ford Mustang of Scott Reed was all over the back of Macready’s Nissan 300ZX, with
the two drivers embarking on what was the most entertaining and close battle of the race. For several laps
the two were at it, providing volumes of evidence that if it is real racing you are looking for, NSW Sports
Sedans is the place to be. Still more evidence of that was up ahead of those two, where Cetin, Jameson and
Jackson were also engaged in a tight battle. This was Jameson’s best run in the Jaguar since joining the
National Series and he was well and truly enjoying the return to be amongst the NSW runners and get into
some close, intense racing.
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Reed had a good run onto the main straight to put the Mustang up beside the Nissan of Macready, but he
didn’t have enough to get past and Macready kept the position as they headed through turn 1. Reed had the
better line for turn 2, but Macready held on and was better positioned for turn 3. Reed would not give up
though, and the two continued their battle through every part of the circuit. It was an incredible battle to
watch, with the two drivers dicing all over the place. Reed would get up next to Macready in some sections,
but Macready would manage to hold him out.
Scott Tutton’s Tutton Plumbing Mitsubishi Lancer Evo II holed a piston, which would put him out after
only 3 laps and for the weekend. It was an unfortunate end for Scott, who had been steadily improving lap
times throughout the weekend. Hopefully we’ll see Scott back to run with the Sports Sedans later in the
year. Meanwhile the Pontiac of Jeff Barnes also slowed and was out of the race.

The six cars of Stuart Inwood, Chris Donnelly, Dean Camm, Colin Smith, Michael Robinson and Ron
Moller had all joined up into a close battle. Birol Cetin had the Billy’s Automotive Services Chev Camaro a
little ahead of Dameon Jameson’s Jaguar now, with the latter still under immense pressure from Chris
Jackson. Jackson was putting the Calibra right up behind the Jaguar in various places around the circuit,
most noticeably as they rocketed through turn 1, where Jackson would get extremely close and at times up
next to Jameson.

Ron Moller was soon missing from six-way battle group, running wide out of turn 11 and into the grass.
There was no damage but he rejoined the circuit a fair way back. A couple of laps later it was Chris
Donnelly’s turn, out-braking himself and spinning at turn 9. He too would rejoin the track, but lost a lot of
ground on the cars he had been battling with. Colin Smith was another to bow out, stopping the Monaro
outside turn 9 and recording a DNF.
Scott Reed meanwhile finally put a move on Anthony Macready, getting the Mustang up beside the Nissan
on the main straight and staying next to it through turn 1 and up into turn 2. Reed had a better line through
that corner and came out in front of Macready, where he would then stay. Both guys had exhibited
fantastic driving and racing and in a way it was a shame it didn’t continue for longer!
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Jackson was still all over the back of Jameson’s Jaguar, with the two cars now caught up to Birol Cetin’s
Camaro, making it a close, three-way battle. Simon Copping had also caught up to the Calibra of David
McGinniss and was applying pressure, with the two dicing for several laps.
Up the front of the race Darren Hossack had set a new lap record in the Audi, but then suffered gear
selector issues and slowed dramatically, handing the race lead back to Tony Ricciardello. Hossack
continued to circulate, but was now well off the pace and would subsequently finish the race in 14 th place.
Ricciardello went on the take the race win ahead of Kerry Baily in the Aston Martin and Des Wall in his
Chev Corvette.
Dameon Jameson finally got past the Camaro of Birol Cetin at the top end of the circuit and was ahead of
him as they headed down the main straight. David McGinniss and Simon Copping were still going at it in
yet another great battle between the NSW runners. McGinniss would subsequently pit and was out of the
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race, allowing Copping through. Copping was suffering from tyre degradation though, which allowed
Stuart Inwood to catch him in the dying laps. Inwood would get past the Commodore after Copping got
loose in turn 5. Inwood finished in 10th place, ahead of Copping in 11th.
Meanwhile there was drama at turn 8, where Jeff Brown in the Falcon and Bruce Banks in the Mazda RX7
were dicing in close formation when they were set upon by Daniel Tamasi, whose Calibra was much faster
and at the point of lapping the other two cars. The three cars all met at the same point in turn 8, with the
result being Tamasi hitting Brown, who then ran into Banks. All three cars speared off the track, with
Brown and Tamasi out but Banks being able to rejoin the track.
Birol Cetin was the first NSW runner, finishing in 5th place outright and claiming the top State
Championship points. Chris Jackson was next, followed by Geoffory Whittaker, Scott Reed and Anthony
Macready.
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Race 2 – 10 Laps
Clear, sunny and dry conditions met the Sports Sedans for Race 2, although a strong westerly breeze had
picked up again. After their mechanical dramas in the previous race Andrew Leithhead and Scott Tutton
were both non-starters. Jeff Brown, Bruce Banks and Daniel Tamasi had all made minor repairs to their
cars and were ready for this race, although the RX7 of Banks would start from pit lane. Fred Axisa was still
chasing the cause of his oil dramas in the Commodore, but would line up for another start, as would David
McGinniss in his Calibra and Colin Smith in the Monaro. Jeff Barnes had blown the clutch in his Pontiac,
which put him out for the rest of the day.
Chris Donnelly steered the Falcon straight into the pit lane after the observation lap and would not start the
race, after seeing a spike in water temperature. The cause turned out to be an air pocket in the cooling
system, which was remedied and the car would be ready for Race 3.
For this race once again the field was well formed for the rolling start, held at bay for the second time by
Tony Ricciardello’s Alfa Romeo GTV in pole position. And once again the green flag was not waved for
the race start until the cars were right on the start line. When the cars were released the top four drivers
maintained their positions. Anthony Macready got a great start in the Interlloy Pty Ltd Nissan 300ZX,
jumping several positions to be up with the Camaro of Birol Cetin and Geoffory Whittaker’s Commodore.
The Audi of Darren Hossack got an even better start, rounding up about 7 cars before turn 1, and then
continuing around the outside to be in 4th position (after starting 14th) by turn 2. Turn 2 was then where all
the drama began. Scott Reed turned around the Procut Racing Mustang, spinning right at the apex. Several
cars had nowhere to go but straight into the side, front and rear of the yellow car. Anyone who missed
hitting Reed’s car managed to clean up the Shannon’s sign by the side of the track, or otherwise hit
someone else as the field concertinaed first and then spread in a star burst of cars trying to avoid collision.
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* Thanks to Bronwyn Anderson of Ripple Strip Motorsport for these Turn 2 photos

The end result was not pretty, with the Mustang of Reed looking very second-hand and sporting major rear
end damage, front end damage and further damage down the right side of the car. After the rest of the field
departed Reed attempted to drive back to the pits, losing the rear hatch off the car in the process, which
spent the rest of the race lying on the side of the track just before turn 9. The car was not going to be
repaired and Reed was out for the day, nor in time for the next round. Unfortunately his was not the only
car to suffer either.

The Billy’s Automotive Services Chev Camaro of Birol Cetin suffered major front end damage after
colliding heavily with the Mustang. Cetin was out of the race and out of the day, although his car will be
repaired in time for Round 5. Stuart Inwood’s Blatch’s Quality Smash Repairs Falcon AU also copped it,
with damage to the front and every panel down the right side of the car. It even ended up with the rear wing
mount bent. Steve Lacey was unable to pull up his Primo Smallgoods Commodore quickly enough when
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the melee began, punting the rear of Fred Axisa’s Commodore, while Jeff Brown used the Coasteer
Automotive Holden Calibra of David McGinniss to stop by running the Falcon into the back of it. All four
cars suffered damage but were able to continue.

Meanwhile up ahead of the drama Kerry Baily managed to take the race lead in the Aston Martin,
relegating Tony Ricciardello to 2nd position, while Darren Hossack had already made it up to 3rd position in
the Audi. Ricciardello made it past Baily at turn 8 and then Baily was back to 3rd as he ran wide at turn 9
and Hossack dived through to take up 2nd position on the run up to turn 10. Baily was then under siege from
Des Wall in the Chev Corvette, who was closely followed by Dameon Jameson’s Jaguar and the Holden
Calibra of Chris Jackson.
The Red’s Racing Service VL Commodore of Geoffory Whittaker was next, followed by Daniel Tamasi in
the Calibra and the Holden Monaro of Michael Robinson. He was followed by Anthony Macready, then the
Commodore of Simon Copping and Stuart Inwood in his Falcon AU.
Dameon Jameson and Chris Jackson renewed their battle from the previous race, with Jackson’s Calibra
running right under the rear wing of the Jaguar of Jameson. Once again these two were putting on some
excellent racing. Meanwhile the Blatch’s Quality Smash Repairs Falcon AU of Stuart Inwood was still
pressuring Simon Copping. Just ahead of them Anthony Macready ran wide and onto the outfield at the top
of the circuit in the Interlloy Pty Ltd Nissan 300ZX, allowing several cars through before he was able to
rejoin the track. He would subsequently finish the race in 14th place.
Chris Jackson’s pressure on Jameson eased when he understeered off the edge of the track in turn 11, which
was just enough to allow the Jaguar to get a bit of a gap as they headed onto the main straight. Jackson is
unsure of whether it was cause or effect, but there ended up being damage to the front right tyre, which did
not become evident until he screamed through turn 1 to commence the next lap. With the tyre under
maximum load something gave way, with the Calibra spearing off the track at some 260kmh and skipping
across the grass and gravel trap to meet an untimely end by impacting the tyre wall. Jackson was not hurt,
but the car was well damaged and out for the rest of the day.

* Thanks to Bronwyn Anderson of Ripple Strip Motorsport for these photos

Just behind Jackson the Calibra of Daniel Tamasi was up next to the Commodore of Geoffory Whittaker on
the main straight, getting through in turn 1 to move up a position. Then Jackson’s incident caused a safety
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car period, allowing the field to bunch up while they retrieved Jackson’s Calibra and the Camaro of Birol
Cetin, which was parked against the wall at turn 4.
Meanwhile the Austrack Motorsport Commodore of Fred Axisa pitted and was out of the race, with the
engine oil dramas still evident. Axisa was still at a loss to explain the cause, putting the car away for the
rest of the day with the intention of returning it to the workshop for a proper assessment.

Once the green flag was waved the top four cars remained in position. Daniel Tamasi got a good run on
Dameon Jameson, taking the Jaguar around the outside of turn 1 and making it stick for turn 2 to move up
yet another position. He would finish the race in 5th place, but not before Jameson gave him grief for a few
laps, trying to regain his position. Shane Bradford meanwhile had been working his way up through the
field in his Chev Camaro, passing Inwood, Copping and Robinson earlier in the race and now taking
Geoffory Whittaker in turn 4 to move up into 7th position.
Shane Bradford then caught the back of Jameson and commenced applying pressure, making it a three way
battle for 5th with Tamasi. Meanwhile Stuart Inwood in the Falcon AU was still all over the back of the
Industrie Commodore of Simon Copping, with Copping having to driver defensively to hold Inwood at
bay. Bruce Banks had more engine dramas in the RX7, pitting after 7 laps and out of the race. Tony
Ricciardello still held a commanding lead up front, setting a new lap record on lap 8, his time of 1:28.9391
bettering Hossack’s record set in the previous race.
Ricciardello took the race win, followed by the Audi of Darren Hossack and Kerry Baily in the Aston
Martin. Des Wall came in 4th in the Corvette, followed by the Calibra of Tamasi. In the last few corners
Shane Bradford got past Dameon Jameson to finish in 6th place. Geoffory Whittaker was the first of the
NSW drivers, finishing in 8th place. Simon Copping and Stuart Inwood finished in 10th and 11th places
respectively.
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Race 3 – 10 Laps
After the excitement from Race 1 and carnage from Race 2, the final race of the day was calm and
uneventful by comparison. The weather was still fine and dry, with only 20 cars ready to make the start.
The field was held in formation for the rolling start by Tony Ricciardello once again, with the green flag
being waved only as the cars neared the start line.

Ricciardello in the Alfa Romeo and Darren Hossack in his Audi were neck-and-neck into turn 1, with the
Audi around the outside and gaining the advantage as they headed into turn 2. Hossack emerged from that
corner ahead of Ricciardello, with Baily in 3rd position and the Corvette of Des Wall in 4th. Shane Bradford
made it past Daniel Tamasi to take up 5th position, with the Jaguar of Dameon Jameson next in line.

Stuart Inwood and Simon Copping were at it once again, with the black and orange Falcon AU all over the
back of the Industrie Commodore from the outset. Anthony Macready had a clean start in his Interlloy Pty
Ltd Nissan 300ZX, setting about the task of moving back up through the field after starting well down the
grid. He was past Stuart Inwood by the end of the opening lap, then up the inside of Simon Copping’s
Commodore at turn 3 to gain another position. Dean Camm’s Chev Corvette came off in turn 2, regaining
the track but then pitting a short time later to record a DNF.

Shane Bradford, Daniel Tamasi and Dameon Jameson became embroiled in a close battle, with the Red’s
Racing Service VL Commodore of Geoffory Whittaker not far behind them. He was followed by David
McGinniss in his Coasteer Automotive Holden Calibra and then Michael Robinson’s Holden Monaro.
Anthony Macready was still getting on with it, gaining on Robinson as he continued his forward charge.
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Simon Copping was by now under siege by Stuart Inwood, with the Blatch’s Quality Smash Repairs
Falcon AU absolutely everywhere in Copping’s mirrors. Meanwhile the Wildridge Fabrications Falcon of
Jeff Brown was getting the same treatment from Steve Lacey in his Primo Smallgoods Commodore.

Up the front of the field the positions remained unchanged, with Darren Hossack still in the lead. Shane
Bradford had made a bit of a gap over the Calibra of Daniel Tamasi, which was still being harassed by
Dameon Jameson’s Jaguar. Geoffory Whittaker was still close behind those two, followed by Robinson and
then Macready. Further down the field Chris Donnelly made a move on the main straight to pass Ron
Moller’s Anglo Australian Motorsport Chev Camaro. The two would battle for several laps before
Donnelly was out on lap 9.
Colin Smith in the Monaro joined into the fray between Stuart Inwood and Simon Copping, making it a
three-way dice. The Chev Corvette of Des Wall was now much closer to the back of Kerry Baily’s Aston
Martin, with Wall looking for a way around but Baily fighting to hold the position. Wall managed to get up
the inside through turn 12 and was in front as the two cars headed down the main straight. Baily regained
ground and the two went into turn 1 side-by-side, before Baily backed out of it and Wall claimed 3rd
position.

Meanwhile Anthony Macready got past the Monaro of Michael Robinson to claim another position, and
then set off after David McGinniss. Simon Copping, Stuart Inwood and Colin Smith were still at it, now
being joined by Chris Donnelly, with a small gap back to Ron Moller. There was then a change for the race
lead, with Tony Ricciardello steering the Alfa Romeo up the inside of Darren Hossack’s Audi through turn
8, with the gear selector problems returning to plague the rest of Hossack’s race.
David McGinniss was the next to succumb to the Nissan 300ZX of Anthony Macready, being taken as they
headed through turns 11 & 12. Macready then set off in chase of the red Commodore of Whittaker, which
was a good distance ahead. Simon Copping meanwhile ran off the track, with a little assistance from Stuart
Inwood and had lost several places, rejoining the circuit behind the Chev Camaro of Ron Moller. Copping
would regain one position before the end of the race, finishing in 14th place. Michael Robinson made a
move on the Calibra of David McGinniss on the main straight, taking 10th position as they headed through
turn 1.
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Jeff Brown had an off-track excursion in the Falcon, losing one position and a lot of ground to the
Commodore of Steve Lacey. Brown would subsequently call it quits, recording a DNF after 7 laps. Chris
Donnelly made it past Colin Smith to be up into 13th position, but then was out after lap 8. Meanwhile
Anthony Macready had been charging hard and caught up to the Commodore of Geoffory Whittaker,
getting right behind it as they headed into turn 9. Whittaker held out through the top end of the circuit and
had more legs down the main straight, so was able to stay ahead.
Macready was determined however and as they approached turn 2 he braked later from a long way back
and made it stick, emerging from the corner in front of the Commodore. He then continued his forward run,
building a gap over Whittaker and finishing the race in 8th outright and the 1st NSW car home.

Tony Ricciardello took the race win in the Alfa Romeo, ahead of the Audi of Hossack and Des Wall in the
Corvette. The NSW standings were Macready followed by Geoffory Whittaker and David McGinniss.
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2012 Best Presented Award
Thanks to the generosity of our major sponsor, Air Technology Australia, 2012 again sees the
awarding of a “Best Presented” prize. The award includes a perpetual trophy and an individual trophy
each year. To be eligible all you have to do is turn up and race, having put a little pride and preparation
into your beloved Sports Sedan. An independent judge representing our sponsor will allocate points at
each round of the championship for the cars and teams deemed to be best presented, with the
winning car being that with the most accumulated points over the year.
The Best Presented recipients for Round 4 are:
Scott Reed
Simon Copping
Jeff Brown

3 points
2 points
1 point
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ASSA Membership
The State Championship Regulations require that for championship points to be allocated at any time
during the season, you must be a financial member of ASSA NSW prior to the event you wish to score
points in.
That means that if you are not a member, you will not be allocated points. You can remain a member of
another club and enter state rounds based on that membership, but to score championship points you must
be a member of ASSA NSW.
2012 Membership forms are now available on the ASSA NSW website.

Series Sponsor and Windscreen Banners
Air Technology Australia will once again be the major sponsor of the NSW Sports Sedan State
Championship in 2012.
As part of the 2012 Championship Regulations all cars competing for State Championship points must
display a sponsor windscreen banner.
In addition a number of Round Sponsors are supporting Sports Sedans again in 2012. Stickers from each of
the round sponsors should also be on display on every car. Stickers and windscreen banners will be
supplied to anyone who needs them.
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Race Tyres for Sports Sedans

Affordable Tyres Now available for Sports Sedans
By Chris Jackson
One of the biggest problems faced by Sports Sedan competitors across the country is keeping good tyres on
our cars with the limited budgets that most of us struggle with.
With a number of cars moving to 18” wheels in recent years, this has opened opportunities to look at
various tyre manufactures, as the 18” tyre is a global spec with many manufactures having suitable tyres. In
the last 2 seasons I have tested tyres from Michelin, Avon, Dunlop & now Kumho, so I thought it would be
of value to competitors to write an article based on this testing.
The first time 18” tyres (Michelin) were used in Sports Sedan competition to the best of my knowledge was
Des Wall’s Corvette at a Wakefield Park National Series round about 4 years ago. With a good result at the
end of the weekend Des showed that the newer technology used in the 18” could net better results and over
the next couple of seasons that would see nearly all national cars and an increasing number of State cars
swapping to the new wheels and rubber.
I swapped to the 18” wheels later that year and first tested the Michelins. As one of the world’s largest race
tyre manufactures there is no doubt that they make a good tyre and I was certainly happy with the
performance and speed; however the cost is something else, at over $3100 per set I just couldn’t afford
them, and all my Michelin running to date, has been on second-hand rubber. From a State level runner’s
perspective 18” Michelins are just too expensive – period!
In search of cheaper rubber that would work on our cars Bill from Gordon Leven Tyres brought in a set of
18” Avons, as used as a control tyre in the British GT series. These were much better priced at around
$2400 per set. I ran a short test session at Eastern Creek and then arranged for a full test day at Wakefield
Park. Bill & Daryl from Gordon Leven’s came down for the day and we ran what was probably the most
comprehensive tyre test I have ever been involved in. We ran 6 x 10-lap sessions with pyrometer readings,
pressure tests, etc. and produced result sheets for each run. We varied pressure, castor, camber, etc. to try
and get the tyres to work. The unfortunate reality was that tyres designed for a car a couple of hundred kilos
heavier running hour long races, were just a compound too hard. We just couldn’t get the temperature into
them, no matter what we did with settings; and they were around a second slower than the Michelins. Bill
investigated softer compounds, but as a British GT control tyre, nothing to date has become available.
By then Michelins had become almost the standard for National competition and realising this Dunlop
finally brought in their 18” version. Garry from Dunlop was kind enough to give me a set to test at the
Eastern Creek National round in 2011 and I was happy to repay him by putting the car 3rd on the grid
behind Tony and Darren, arguably the 2 quickest cars in the country. I also set a PB and for the first time
ever dipped into the 1:31’s. Darren was also on a set of the new Dunlops in the Audi and he and Tony spent
the rest of the weekend trading new lap records. The Dunlops certainly worked and were a match for the
Michelins, and that eventually led to a control tyre contract with the National Series.
At the news of a control tyre contract I immediately thought that this would bring with it a reasonable price
reduction which would benefit all Sports Sedan competitors across the country. Unfortunately, instead of a
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straight discount available to us all, part of the deal involves some sort of rebate, only available to
contracted National competitors. I discussed with Garry the option of extending the same discount/rebate to
State level competitors, but unfortunately this was not an option, the tyres would remain at $2850 per set
for the rest of us. An old saying comes to mind that goes something along the lines of: a reasonable
percentage of something is a hell of a lot better than 100% of nothing.
At about the same time Geoff Whittaker and I had been looking at what tyre options Kumho could offer.
We had seen them running on the F3 cars and Shannon’s touring cars and also spoke to Simon Copping and
Bob McDonald, who had also been running them for a while on their Commodore. Peak Race Tyres, who
are the NSW distributors for Kumho Race Tyres, also had a supply and support truck at all State rounds.
They also had compatible tyre sizes listed in their catalogue and based on prices of the Touring Car
Challenge tyres, would be around $2000 per set.
James and David at Peak Race Tyres then brought the tyres in and we were finally able to test them on
Friday practice at the June NSW State Round at Eastern Creek. I’ve got to say I was pretty excited and
nervous; the tyres had retailed at $2020 per set, fitted inc. GST, which was by far the best priced race tyre I
have bought in over 25 years of racing. Throughout the whole process the guys at Peak Race Tyres had
been extremely helpful and committed to getting their tyres into the Sports Sedan category and as
mentioned the support truck would be at all rounds. All boxes ticked so far, BUT WOULD THEY
WORK??
After I had warmed them up and started to get into some quick laps it was hard to stop smiling in the car.
The tyres were working, turning in nicely with no understeer, balanced mid corner and the power-down
was great; it just drove off the corners, and how nice it was to have a REALLY good set of tyres under me.
Qualifying the next day gave us pole by nearly 3 seconds and the front row was a Kumho lockout with
Simon in the Commodore beside me and Stuart Inwood on Kumhos as well, not far behind. We won the
next 2 races and set fastest lap, which was also a new lap record on the extended track layout. Race 3 was a
DNF and all I’ll say about that is, “Sorry Billy, my fault.” Nuff said. All in all a pretty good weekend for
Kumho race tyres, especially in the new sizes to suit Sports Sedans.
The next round was the National/State combined round and I was really keen to see how quick the tyres
were on the Eastern Creek GP circuit, as we would have some direct comparisons.
I should also point out at this time that I was so impressed with the Kumhos that I was able to come to an
arrangement with Kumho Race Tyres and those who saw my car would have seen that we were proudly
running Kumho sponsorship on the car and in our pit area.
Friday practice we ran the same tyres from the previous State round all day and in the second session we
had fastest lap of the session. Only practice I know, but always nice to be on the top of a time sheet of the
fastest tin tops in the country!!
Qualifying saw a new set of Kumhos and we once again did a PB, going 6/10ths quicker and dipping into a
low 1:31.2. The comparison on the GP Circuit was showing the Kumhos were now the quickest tyres we
had ever run.
Race 1 we went back to the old set of tyres to save the new set and by now with Friday practice they were
approaching the mileage equivalent of 2 State Rounds. We ran 1:32 ‘s in this race, which was another
milestone, as the tyres had a lot of laps by now and were still turning out extremely quick laps.
Race 2 unfortunately ended in a puncture from all the debris on the track that put us into the wall, but that’s
racing.
For anyone looking at wheel and tyre options in the future, I hope this article will give you some insight
into what we have found.
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Below is a graph on the laps and times posted by the new Kumhos, and some photographic comparisons
between the Kumhos and Michelins.
If you want to give the Kumhos a go then talk to the guys at Peak Race Tyres who will be only too happy to
help you. Call David on 0417 682 150.

Track
EC Extended
EC Extended
EC Extended
EC Extended
EC Extended
EC GP
EC GP
EC GP
EC GP
EC GP

Comments
Friday practice state round ,
Qual. Pole by almost 3 seconds
Race 1 win
Race 2 win, new Lap record
Race 3 An extra heat cycle but crashed out lap 1
Shannons Nats Fri practice. Set Fastest lap
Shannons Nationals Friday Practice
Shannons Nationals qualifying
Shannons Nats Race 1 went back to tyre set 1
Shannons Nats Race 2 Puncture from debris

Set
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
2

Laps
9
5
5
7
1
7
9
5
10
3

Best Time
1:57
1:55.6
1:57.7
1:57.1
DNF
1:32.3
1:33.1
1:31.2
1:32.5
1:33.5

Mounted Tyre Comparison between Michelin & Kumho

Michelin Front L 30/65/18
Kumho Front R 280/650/18
Both on 12” x 18 rims

Michelin Rear

31/71/18
Kumho Rear 310/710/18
Both on 12” x 18” rims
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Classes/Divisions for 2012
Just a reminder about the class points system for the 2012 Club Championship.
Once again in 2012 there are three divisions, based on lap times. Research conducted into results over the
last couple of years has aided in determining the division times, which are based on Eastern Creek lap times
due to that circuit being the venue for Round 1. Please note that the lap times have varied slightly from the
2011 times, helping to even out the spread of competitors in each division.
The divisions are:
Division 1:
Division 2:
Division 3:

Under 1:37.00
1:37.00 to 1:42.00
Over 1:42.00

Therefore it doesn’t matter what type of car you are driving (i.e. Space Frame or Floor Pan), how fast you
go determines what division you run in and you should (in theory) be on track racing amongst drivers who
are competing for the same division.
Divisions will generally be allocated based on the qualifying session from Round 1. Of course, there may
be some issues with cars or other factors that will provide an inaccurate gauge of some lap times. The
committee may re-allocate some drivers into another division based on prior results and lap times in dry
conditions.
Similarly, any driver who wishes to be placed in a higher division can request this through the committee –
so if you know that Round 1 is not going to show the true potential of your car but that you will be
improving throughout the season, you can opt to move up a division in advance.
Changes to divisions will only occur after Round 1 in exceptional circumstances, as the Division point
scores will be affected if changes are made later in the season. If you missed Round 1 the committee will
allocate an appropriate division for later rounds based on historical performance and current, matching lap
times from either circuit.
The committee will also allocate further classes within the three divisions should there be enough
competitors. For example if we get a few historic Sports Sedans, some ex-V8 Supercars, or a contingent of
utes or trucks running for the season then class points will be allocated and a class trophy awarded at the
end of the season.
The State Championship will still be decided on outright points and in this regard remains unchanged.

Point Scores
The point scores for both the State Championship and the Club Championship will be calculated in the
same way as last year – 20 points for 1st place, 18 points for 2nd place, 16 points for third place and then 15
points down to 1 point for the next 15 places.
For the State Championship points will be allocated on an outright basis for each of the three races at each
round. The fastest qualifier at each round will also be allocated two (2) points.
For the Club Championship points will be allocated for each Division and will include qualifying and each
of the three races at each round. Therefore if you happen to qualify well but the rest of your weekend goes
awry, you still walk away with some points from the round. Class points will also be allocated in this way.
Point scores are updated after each round and published on the ASSA NSW website.
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Division 3 Receives Sponsorship Support
Round sponsor and regular photographic contributors Koen Photo have provided extra support to NSW
Sports Sedans in 2012 by supplying trophies and other benefits for Division 3 competitors. The NSW
Committee has been looking at ways to attract more Division 3 competitors and build upon the class, and
the support from Koen Photo will go a long way to achieving this.
Koen Photo is looking at 1st, 2nd and 3rd trophies for each of the six State Championship rounds, then a
Finals for the Presentation Night. They will also be making a special “Encouragement Award” to someone
in Division 3.
The NSW Committee is very grateful to Koen Photo for their ongoing support and in particular their push
to improve Division 3 in 2012.
If you are a Division 3 competitor or would like to be, please contact the Committee through Geoff
Whittaker, or simply turn up and race!
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2012 Committee Roles & Responsibilities
As previously indicated certain roles and responsibilities have been allocated to the 2012 Committee
members to enable a better distribution of the workload and assist with the smooth running of our club and
the category. The roles are highlighted in the Your Committee section in each newsletter, however below
the responsibilities of each person are described in detail for the information of all members.
If you have any enquiry relating to the club, Sports Sedans in general, race meetings or whatever, please
contact the person responsible for that particular area in the first instance. Likewise if you have any
suggestions or would like to offer your assistance in any role please get in touch with the nominated person.
In addition, any inquiries relating to the ASSA NSW website or club apparel should be directed to Sean
Sullivan.
MEMBERSHIP OFFICER






Distribute membership forms and receive, collate, record and manage data from returned completed
forms
Receive membership fees and deposit into club account; liaise with Treasurer to allow record
maintenance of income
Maintain the membership database/spreadsheet and ensure that all details are current for all
members as well as keeping recorded data relating to past memberships
Actively plan and coordinate a membership drive to increase overall club membership
Report current and projected membership and statistics to the Committee on a monthly basis

SECRETARY










Mick Johnson

Receive, collate and distribute external correspondence (e.g. interstate newsletters, wholesale/retail
offers, etc.)
Complete and submit club affiliation documents to CAMS
Act as club point of contact and liaison for CAMS
Provide information/advice to committee regarding club compliance with CAMS Corporate Plan
Record minutes for all meetings (committee, AGM, extraordinary) and forward same for
distribution to membership with club newsletters
Record any action points from committee meetings and forward to members required to take action

PUBLICITY OFFICER




Erik Gattermeier

Anthony Macready

Organise quotes from Motorsport publications
Present quotations at meetings for approval
Supply of images for advertising (Ensuring appropriate photographic recognition/approval for
image use)
Production of promotional banners / flyers
Liaison with other categories for cross-promotional purposes
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TREASURER











Herbert Gattermeier

Compile 2012 budget based on 2011 financials
Invoicing as required – all sponsors
Receipting of all monies rec’d, e.g. memberships, apparel sales
Payment of all bills
Bank reconciliation
Chase any outstanding debtors
Liaise with Apparel manager on monthly basis prior to club meeting
Compile Treasurers report for monthly meeting – this will include:
o Monthly bank reconciliation
o Cash Flow Report
o Apparel Sales update
Investigate apparel depreciation and stocktaking

NATIONAL SERIES LIAISON








ASSA NSW point of contact for Kerrick Series organisers
Liaise with National Series organisers re future changes to technical regulations
In conjunction with National Series organisers plan and coordinate joint State/National round each
year
Receive and coordinate State level entry documents and fees for joint round and provide entry
information and bulk fees to National Series organisers
Point of contact and liaison for State level competitors who are entered or planning to enter National
Series rounds (including joint round) and provide information/advice re same
Report to committee on current and anticipated issues relating to National Series that may affect
State level competitors and members, including possible regulatory amendments or identified safety
matters
Point of contact for National Series competitors who enter/plan to enter State events in NSW;
provide information/advice re same

INTERSATE LIAISON







Anthony Macready

Nick Smith

ASSA NSW point of contact for interstate Sports Sedan organisers
Liaise with interstate Sports Sedan organisers re future changes to technical regulations
In conjunction with interstate Sports Sedan organisers plan and coordinate joint State round/s each
year
Point of contact and liaison for State level competitors who are entered or planning to enter
interstate events (including joint round) and provide information/advice re same
Report to committee on current and anticipated issues relating to interstate Sports Sedans that may
affect State level competitors and members, including possible regulatory amendments or identified
safety matters
Point of contact for interstate competitors who enter/plan to enter State events in NSW; provide
information/advice re same
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NSW STATE/CLUB COMPETITOR LIAISON






Committee point of contact for NSW competitors/members
Provide advice/information and answer enquiries from competitors in relation to events, including
entry details and closing dates, parking & garaging arrangements, other competitors or regulatory
issues
When at circuit liaise with competitors, organising assistance if necessary, providing advice or
instruction relating to dealings with CAMS officials (e.g. procedure when “called up to the tower’)
When at circuit establish contact with and welcome new members/competitors and ensure they are
provided with any assistance necessary
Provide close liaison with Division 3 competitors and plan & coordinate the promotion and
development of Division 3

OFFICIAL POINT SCORER





Jeff Brown

Allocate and calculate all points scored by competitors at each round
Table point scores and forward same for email distribution and inclusion on website as soon as
possible after each round
Maintain records of all points scored in the various classes, divisions, the club championship and
the State championship to enable auditing should the need arise (e.g. protest lodged regarding
points)
Allocate drivers into appropriate Divisions based on lap times or historical performance in
accordance with information provided to members in newsletter

EMAIL/MAILOUTS/NEWSLETTER







Andrew McKellar

Email distribution of all relevant information for members and competitors including event
information, point scores, regulatory updates, meeting minutes, CAMS information, promotion of
Sports Sedans, membership information, website updates, presentation night and meeting details
Prepare and publish club newsletters on a regular basis and forward for inclusion on website; email
members when newsletter available for viewing
Prepare and publish race reports as soon as possible after each round; liaise with photographers
regarding use and transmission of photos for inclusion in race reports

MRAP DELEGATE



Geoff Whittaker

Chris Jackson

Attend monthly Motor Race Advisory Panel meetings as Sports Sedan representative
Report current and anticipated issues and information raised at MRAP to the Committee on a
monthly basis
Liaise with members/competitors regarding any issues to be raised at MRAP on their behalf and
work with MRAP to resolve any issues raised
With the assistance of Committee members organise and prepare the State Championship Sporting
Regulations each year and present them to MRAP for acceptance and forwarding to CAMS for
approval
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Round Sponsorship
A number of businesses have again provided financial support to the ASSA and the championship in 2012
as Round Sponsors. Negotiations are currently underway to secure some more round sponsors for this year.
Advertisements for our sponsors appear throughout the newsletters and on our cars at each round of the
championship. The committee would like to thank the following businesses:

CNC Engineering Services
Unit 3, 144 Old Bathurst Road, Emu Plains 2750
Ph. 02 4735 7214 Fax 02 4735 7231
Email:
sales@agmengineering.com.au

-

Motorsport Driveline Components
Limited Slip Differentials
Competition transmissions
Phone: (02) 9879 4839
Web: www.drexler-motorsport.com.au
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Classifieds
For Sale
Fiat 131 Sports Sedan. For details contact Nick Smith on 0404 824 704.
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For Sale
Secondhand – Used Michelin Slick Tyres
Front Tyres - can be used on rear for smaller cars.
27-65-18 S7 compound $100.00 each
30-65-18 S7 or S8 compound $100.00 each

Rear Tyres
31-71-18 S7 or S8 compound - priced from $50 to $100.00 each
31-71- 18 S9 compound - almost like new $150.00 each
Second hand – Used Michelin ‘wets with rims’ to fit Ford 114.3 PCD
24- 64- 18 X 2 Tyres and 2 x Rims 18 x 9 - $550.00 O.N.O

Second hand - Dunlop Slick Tyres - used for One meeting only.
4 tyres x 325-700 X 16 $600.00 for all 4 tyres

Helmet – NEW
White HJC Full Face
58-59 Large SNELL SA2000 rrp $1,500.00 selling price $500.00 O.N.O

Geoff Whittaker
Ph 0424 532 735
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ASSA NSW CLUB MERCHANDISE
Australian Sports Sedan Association of NSW is pleased to announce a new range of Team Apparel
and embroidery services for club members.
Attached is a sample of products & services available for your selection.
The existing range of ASSA Club apparel is still available (same as before) and
New High Quality Embroidery Services / Options are also available.
3 Options are available:
ASSA Club Merchandise:
Team Apparel:
Team Embroidery:

Existing choice of apparel with ASSA NSW Logo
Shirts, Jackets, Caps in your choice of colours / designs
Supply your own apparel or order new team apparel below.
Supply your own design or we can design a Logo for you

ASSA Club Merchandise:
Polo Shirt:
Sloppy Joe
Fleecy Jacket
Winter Jacket
Caps
Optional Embroidery

(see Price List)
Standard Navy, with ASSA NSW Logo
Standard Navy, with ASSA NSW Logo
Standard Navy, with ASSA NSW Logo
Standard Navy, with ASSA NSW Logo
Standard Navy, with ASSA NSW Logo
Select S/M/L embroidery options (below) for your apparel.

Team Apparel:
Polo Shirt
Sloppy Joe
Fleecy Jacket
Winter Jacket

(see Price List)
Colours available on request.
Colours available on request.
Colours available on request.
Colours available on request.

Description of Embroidery Services: (see Sample Page)
Small
2” x 2”
Typical front of shirt Logo or Design. 3 colours.
Medium 4” x 4”
Front of shirt feature design. 5 colours.
Large
10” x 10” Rear of Shirt/Jacket Logo or Design.
Custom Embroidery Design Services:
Basic Text / Lettering / Team Name, etc (any font): One Time Fee $5.00
Logo / Pattern custom design: One Time Fee – from $25.00
There is also a large range of existing Patterns & Logo’s available for your selection.
Embroidery Services Price List: (per embroidery)
Small Design
$7.50.
Medium Design
$9.95
Large Design
$15.95
Please complete the attached Order Form and send to sean@sullivanmotorsport.com.au
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ASSA NSW CLUB MERCHANDISE
POLO SHIRT $30.00

SLOPPY JOE $25.00

FLEASY ¼ Zip JACKET $45.00

LONG LINE WINTER JACKET $70.00

CAPS $20.00

SEW ON LOGOS $7.50

Name:
Postcode :

Address :
Telephone :

.
.

To order, Email or Phone Sean Sullivan sean@sullivanmotorsport.com.au (Mob: 0419 851 085)
Please make all cheques payable to ASSA NSW

Sizes Available in S,M,L XL,XXL
Description
Polo Shirt
Cap
Sloppy Joe
Fleecy ¼ zip Jacket
Long Winter Jacket
Sew On Logo
TOTAL

Price
$30.00
$20.00
$25.00
$45.00
$70.00
$7.50

Quantity

Size

Total
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EMBROIDERY SERVICES
EXAMPLE PAGE:
Supply your Own Design or Photo (JPG File) or select from a huge range of standard designs. Some examples are
attached below.
Any image can be digitised & any design can be embroidered in any size, but just like a digital photo, the larger the
embroidery size required - the better quality image (JPG) needs to be. If you have a small (low quality) image, this
can be enhanced and re-digitised to suit your needs.
SAMPLES DESIGNS – Any Size you like:
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